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Friday, February 22, 2008

“Now, nation, arise and storm
break loose!”
~Joseph Goebbels

How To:
Save the Planet
By Nathan “Invincible” Miller
~ Daily Bull ~

It was the morning of Winter
Carnival, and I was trapped
in the Daily Bull office, serving my sentence for being
one of the few, the proud,
the strong, and the hilarious
enough to write for the
Bull, when I realized I could
be doing bigger and better things. Like saving the
planet.
Now I’m sure many of you
are counting on Al Gore
(whose alter-ego is really
Captain Planet) to save the
world, but I’ve got something to declare: he’s not. At
least not without your help!
Here’s a great list of things
you can do to help save the
planet and be obedient little
followers to the man who
was once president for a
few hours.
Recycle Paper: The guys
over at Alpha Phi Omega’s
student org. office pio...see How To on back

Tonka Toys

By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

Boy has it been a long time since I was
a little boy. Those were the days – sitting around watching cartoons, climbing trees, eating bugs, and playing with
my toys. Not a care in the world; no
schoolwork to deal with or politicians
to worry about, nothing more than your
friends knocking over your sand castles.
And even if you were sad about something, you’d soon forget in two minutes
what you were
so despondent
about.

relive my glory days, when having the
time of my life was as simple as:
-Opening the door of my house.
-Walking to sandbox, trying not to be
distracted by a hula-hoop, bouncy
balls, or grasshoppers.
-Sitting down in my sandbox and
vroom-vrooming my little machines
around.
Unfortunately,
things aren’t
that easy anymore. For one,
all of my toys
have r usted
away. Now
what’ll I play
with? I can’t really bring myself
to go steal the
neighbor kids’ toy trucks, even though
they deserve it for making me jealous
with their Ultra Deluxe Dump Truck with
dual dumping action.

One thing from
those days of
yore stands out
distinctly in my
mind above
all the rest: my
Tonka tr ucks.
Gosh, if there’s one thing in the world
that’d make me truly happy, it’d be
going back in time and working on all
those imaginary construction sites I set
up in my driveway. No wonder I went
into Civil Engineering.
No, if I wanted to have fun with Tonka
Trucks again, I’d have to move onto bigAlas, even though this school is overrun ger and better things. For the longest
with perfectly good engineers, nobody time (maybe 4 minutes), my desires
has figured out how to build a time eluded me. Then one morning while
machine. My dreams! Will they ever trying to go back to sleep after being
be realized?! All I want is a chance to
...see Tonka on back

Invincible is WMTU DJ of the Week?! Hell Yeah!
Listen in Thursday 7-10 p.m. and Saturday 2-5 p.m.!
Hail to the King Baby!

Pic o’ the Day

...Wizards from front readily, as well as countless other
woken up by the plow trucks, I had a mesmerizing fantasies.
revelation – I want a bulldozer.
During one of these fascinating dayNot just a little baby Tonka dozer, dreams of ‘accidentally’ running over
no. I want the real deal, the whole a number of students on McNair hill
kit and caboodle. Bulldozers, front with a backhoe, I realized how to
end loaders, excavators, you name it, fulfill my dreams. All I’d have to do
was get hired to remove snow piles
I want it. Really really bad.
all over campus, and I could drive the
I’m sure I’m not the only one around equipment as much as I wanted. Hell,
who wants some heavy machinery I’d do it for free it’d be so fun.
they can tear around in. After all,
man’s greatest desire is simply to Hand me the keys facilities, I’m ready
destroy – at least that’s my greatest to work! I’ll move snow faster than
desire. And when you’ve got five Mike Mulligan can dig holes! Just fork
tons of munching steel at you’re over your jumbo-sized Tonka equipcontrol, it’s anything goes. Dibs on ment, and you’ll never have to worry
about working with them again. Trust
the neighborhood.
me, I’m practically a professional.
Whenever I think about heavy machinery, my mind goes wild. Images
of wrecking balls swinging through
houses, steam rollers flattening small
...How To from front
dogs, and tunnel boring machines neered a great way to recycle paper.
swallowing up playgrounds full of When they’re done reading the Daily
children all come to mind quite Bull, they ball it up and throw it at

monitor or television takes up in our
landfills? Even a broken calculator
has unutilized air pockets that can
be filled. Prevent this wastage by
compacting your old electronics
before putting them in the dumpster.
Ignore people who say you’re releasing toxins into the environment with
every swing of your sledgehammer.
They’re probably landfill owners who
want your money.
Burn Garbage: Nobody wants nasty
old batteries and spray cans fermenting in a garbage pit! That’s why you
should burn them. It’s a win-win situation. You prevent all those chemicals
from seeping into the groundwater,
and you get to watch things explode.
What more could you ask for?

me if I’m sitting in our adjacent, much
nicer and comfier cubicle. This has
progressed into playing Battleship
between our two cubes. Feel free
to toss your finished Bulls at us writers
when you’re done with them.

Eliminate Smelly Animals: Did you
know cows produce extremely high
levels of methane, a major contributor
to global warming? That’s why we
should kill them! I propose a shooton-sight order for all cows, who are
mischievously trying to kill us all off
first. But I like cows for their meat,
so instead I think we should build
a giant dome over all the cows and
harvest the methane for energy; and
then eat them.

Save Energy: Do you know how
much energy went into filling that
keg? Me neither, but I’m sure it’s a
lot. You don’t want that energy to
go to waste, do you? Of course
not, because that means wasted
beer! Make sure to always finish
The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
your alcoholic beverages, and never
buying our own damn printer that this publication
is printed on. We would also like to thank the Studump it into your local storm drains.
dent Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
and toner costs.
Drunken fish are even worse than
Advertising inquiries should be directed polluted water.

Use More Internets: In this day and
age, the Internet can do everything.
And when I say everything, I mean
that you don’t even have to get up
from your bed to complete your
entire day. Go to class on the web,
order food to be delivered to your
door online, and fill your office hours
via webcam. It’s the wave of the
future. The wave of the future… the
wave of the future.
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out of the atmosphere, and when as well have them off to begin with.
they’re done growing you can use
them for a number of completely There you have it. The next time
beneficial uses.
someone brings up how environmentally irresponsible you are, just
to bullads@mtu.edu.
Turn Off Lights: It’s not like you need tell them some of these tips that you
Questions, comments & concerns
Smash Old Electronics: Do you Grow Marijuana: The advantages are lights on in class anyway, right? If follow. That’ll get em off your back
should be directed to bull@mtu.edu. realize how much space an old CRT obvious. Marijuana plants suck CO you’re going to be asleep, you might for sure.
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